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stablished
50
years ago in the
UAE,
Galadari
Brothers
has
earned
its
reputation as a global supplier
of a wide array of products
and services all across the
UAE, Asia, and Australia. A
joint initiative of the Galadari
Family and the Investment
Corporation of Dubai (ICD),
Galadari Brothers has a team
of experienced professionals
that hold an excellent track
record of developing the most
suitable infrastructures.
Having launched 30 global
brands in the UAE in a span
of over 50 years, Galadari
Brothers has proven its
expertise in global business
with its multi-industry, multiproduct, multi-service, and
multi-national
business
operations
across
Asia,
Australia, and the Gulf
region. With a vast network
of services and operations
across the globe in the field
of media, automobiles, food,
real estate, and hospitality,
the Group is making inroads
into the markets of Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Bahrain,
Sri Lanka and Australia with
consistent growth.
Galadari
Brothers
Group
adheres to the spirit of fair
business. It provides the
best
infrastructure
and
positive work culture. The
Group
assigns
individual
responsibility to its employees
according to their capabilities
so as to encourage them to
reach their potential to the
fullest; this, in turn, helps
the organisation to generate
significant profit.
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GALADARI
BROTHERS GROUP

A ONE-STOP SOLUTION TO DISTINCT MARKET DEMANDS

Galadari Brothers, a leading provider of a diverse range
of products and services, is reforming millions of lives
globally for the past 5 decades. It has been successful
in gaining a major market share in diverse industries,
including media, automobiles, F&B, industrial products,
trucks & heavy equipment, engineering, real estate, and
hospitality with multiple companies in its fleet

Investment Corporation of
Dubai (ICD), Galadari Brothers
has a team of experienced
professionals that hold an
excellent track record of
developing the most suitable
infrastructures.
Having launched 30 global
brands in the UAE in a span
of over 50 years, Galadari
Brothers has proven its
expertise in global business
with its multi-industry, multiproduct, multi-service, and

BACKED BY A SUPPORTIVE
TEAM
Established 50 years ago in
the UAE, Galadari Brothers
has earned its reputation as
a global supplier of a wide
array of products and services
all across the UAE, Asia, and
Australia. A joint initiative of
the Galadari Family and the
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multi-national
business
operations primarily across
Asia, Australia, and the Gulf
region.
With a vast network of
services
and
operations
across the globe in the field
of media, automobiles, food,
real estate, and hospitality,
the Group is making inroads
into the markets of Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Bahrain,
Sri Lanka and Australia with
consistent growth.

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Galadari Brothers and its
subsidiaries
have
been
bestowed
with
many
prestigious awards related to
productivity and eminence.
For example, Galadari Ice
Cream Co. Ltd. (LLC) was
awarded “Developer of the
Year Award” by Dunkin Brands
for a record-breaking number
of new store openings in 2013.
Similarly, Galadari Trucks &
Heavy Equipment Ltd. LLC
was awarded for achieving
the best market share for
the first quarter in 2014. Few
other achievements include
the award for Best All Round
Dealer Performance in the
Middle East for 2013 bestowed
on GB Equipment Solutions
LLC and Volume and Ratio
Increase Award.

